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Chinese edition of Self Comes to Mind: Constructing the
Conscious Brain by Antonio Damasio. In Traditional Chinese.
Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
????????:??????????????,?????????????????,????????????
?,??????????????????.

Bilingual: English and Chinese.
Water is an orphan who makes his living through
selling water. This book tells the story of how a girl
came from the city and met Water who saved her
and entire street. The story is full of warmth,
touching emotions and delicate plots. The picture
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book really enhanced the cultural enrionment and
character expressions of Chinese people and the era
of growth for children.
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Society requires years of preparation for almost any
significant career endeavor, but demands no preparation for
one of the most crucial undertakings in life: marriage. In an
age of disposable marriages and information overload,
couples can only turn to one place for real answers that will
make their relationship work to God. Marriage on the Rock
clearly details God's principles that will strengthen good
marriages and turn disillusioned, divorce-bound marriages
into satisfying, dream relationships. There's good news: You
have a 100% chance of succeeding in marriage! But it all
depends on what you are willing to put into it-and Whom you
have at the center. Relationship experts Jimmy and Karen
Evans know this firsthand. Here, they weave their own
personal experience together with what Jimmy has learned
through more than two decades of counseling other couples.
Whether engaged or married, you'll find that God's principles
detailed in Marriage on the Rock will help you prepare for
marriage or strengthen a good marriage. You'll also discover
how to turn what may be a disillusioned, divorce-bound
marriage into a satisfying, dream relationship. Learn how
good things like children, work, or hobbies can stand in the
way of your relationship. Discover who can meet your
deepest needs. See what makes a destructive husband or
wife. Find out how to make your spouse a priority in your
marriage, and how to make time and energy for the two of
you. By following the four fundamental laws of marriage
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Jimmy and Karen Evans outline here, you'll find new peace
and satisfaction in your marital relationship, even if you are
the only one trying to improve your marriage. The honeymoon
doesn't have to be over! Discover God's design for your
dream marriage today. ...... "
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